
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to the 20th anniversary 
New era name REIWA At the same time, we were able to celebrate the 20th anniversary 

of our founding. Since April 2000, nursing care Insurance has begun, and the way of the 

social system transformation has led to a step-by-step. We will continue to evolve to serve 

you as a paced town place with peace of mind in the future. Thank you in the future. 

Report of the 19th period 

The twentieth anniversary of 

the founding2019Published on 

May 1   VOL.72 

Issued: Kai-kai Social Welfare Corporation 

Geriatric welfare facility, Kaien Garden 

1016-10 Kamitaga, Atami, Shizuoka 

Phone 0557-67-1971 

Started in March 2018, "Nursing Care Project" The people who work and live also aim to become a place where everyone is 

comfortable and safe. The first thing we're working on ISReduce the mental and physical burden of error assistance to zero the 

fallCan The latest equipment is introduced to solve the problem. We are able to achieve our goal by turning things into operations 

that treat them as human partners. 

Shizuoka pref. Easy-to-work nursing care offices
2019/3/19 ~ 2022/3/19 

 

 

Until now, two helpers have taken the way of rescue, but have continued more than 

six times every day and of lower back painCause. So, one person who is a helperOn 

the ceiling running lift that can be errorI changed my fatigue. Without It's very easy, 

"I'm sorry to ask you to do it. From This is very good. Now it is the necessities of life 

that two error cannot return to. And it is important to notice the signs to prevent 

falls. It is possible to decrease the fall by the system that the sensor notices and the 

person's thought. 

 



  

March 31,2015 ： Community-based unit type Special nursing home Sea Light Garden (10 floors)Business Abolition 

2015In April 1Day：Traditional nursing home capacity changed from 70 floor to 80 floors 

2016February to July： Large scale renovation of building facilitiesConstruction completed  

November 30, 2016： community-based dementia responseType PassageRetirement of nursing Care Office business

  

December, 2016： Gas-operated Self-generator installation/resilience certification acquired 

March 31, 2018： Preventive careFromComplete transition to daily life support comprehensive business 

November 20, 2018： resilience Certification Renewal (Gold certification)   

March 19, 2019 ：Shizuoka Prefecture easy to work workplace certification acquired   

Started business in May 1999  

April 1, 2000 ：nursing care insurance business started   

August 1, 2004： rooftop Care Garden installed 

April 1, 2006 ：commencement of nursing care prevention business due to the 

revision of the nursing care insurance system(Nursing care, short-term enrollment, 

visiting care) 

10th anniversary of the founding of the company on May 1, 2009 

June 20, 2010 ：regional contribution planning No. 1 Sun DayTouch Love Day 

Mar. 31, 2011 ：Home Care Support Center Atami City end of consignment business 

January 19, 2012 ：Economic Partnership Agreement (EPA) Philippine care Worker 

Candidate Start accepting 

For twenty 

yearsTrajectory 



 

  

The shine of the wand 

There was a large set of staff, who were like a cane to support 

softly when necessary. This day is a workshop for a newly 

purchased shower trolley. It is practice of the method of sliding 

not lifting by the bathing assistance. While reducing the amount 

of mug of the helpers and the care side, the helper side is 

comfortable and easyAiming at the environment, every dayI'm 

polishing my wand. 

(Special Nursing Home/Short-term nursing care facility） 

Vitality is good, isn't it? 
I enjoy it with the person who cannot walk. Among the 

users, some people age 100 years old. The body of our 

surpriseAbility で、I always get power. The way you live a 

long life, and you want to live happily tomorrow, is more 

attractive than anything else.。 Good day.I will spend the 

time to engrave with you carefully.(Day Service) 

Hope and hope for tomorrow 
The new thing has the power to override the common sense up 

to now. As the washing machine changed from the washboard 

to the error, the person's hand From Latest Type Lift By changing 

the Nobody At any time Easily Can now be done with small 

force. If the assistance becomes easy, the care side is 

relaxed.AndSide to be cared for Smile Is born.While reducing 

unnecessary effortCareTo advance the selection and 

concentration ofIt is a signpost of the future.The common 

problem of construction, agriculture, and medical care is a break 

from labor aggregation. "Free protection" suitable for the age of 

the dynasty while incorporating the latest technology To wards 

Go forward Go on. 

(Nursing Home) 

I grow up with everyone in the community. 
Atami City isMore than 65 years oldMore than 47% living alone or 

in a family with an elderly personThere are many. This is proof that 

independent living can continue, but it is a little uneasy when 

thinking about the future. Whether we can protect those who are 

working hard in the community, how far can we approach people 

to support them in society? An answer without an answerWith 

youCommunicate with each otherIn order toA place to gather, as 

time to discussBusiness trip courses and counseling cafesStarted a 

small activity in。Of-HomeCareSupport Offices) 

And from now on ~ The declaration of Twenty ~ 



 

 

Creating a disaster-resilient organization ＼ Resilience CertificationTo update ／ 

November, 2018Renewal of Resilience CertificationFrom the fact that the cooperation related to 

regional contribution has been made Gold did。Welfare facilities nationwide First Certification 

After receiving Two years. It is supple not to lose to all disasters Strong Building facilities Working. 

The continuation of the businessContinuation of Life "Following on the watchwordContinue to 

create a strong risk organization to renewThe future. 

What if something happens? ＼DCAT(Dee Cat)／ 

DCATA team of professional personnel who are dispatched to the disaster area and the accident 

siteIs 。 CurrentThe property offersThere are two registered persons,With the disaster 

preventionTo strengthen disaster preparednessHas contributed. 

I'll do it again this year! The 19th Sun Day Touch Love Day  

Last October, 200 people record more visitors event that was June 16, 

Will be held. What is the theme of every June?Disaster 

prevention(Disaster reduction). In the event form to realize self-help and 

assistance in the whole community, let's become a disaster strong! More 

on the website in May、Flyer Newspaper We will inform you.We look 

forward to seeing you. 
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